DISCLAIMER

The GGSIP University is giving admissions in various programmes purely on the basis of merit obtained in either CET examination conducted by the University or conducted by National Testing Agency through a transparent process consisting of either online or offline counseling. The counseling process provides facilities for proper display of seat matrix as well as admitted list of students alongwith their merit.

However, it has come to the knowledge of the University that some agents / touts claiming to be representatives of the University and promising to facilitate or to give admissions in various programmes in University for affiliated institutes by demanding money.

The parents / candidates are advised not to fall prey to such agents / touts. The admissions in GGSIP University are purely based on merit of students in CET either conducted by University or National Testing Agency and the counseling process is a very transparent. Please note information regarding counseling will be provided on University website. For any information / clarifications kindly read the intimation / notice at GGSIP University official website, i.e. www.ipu.ac.in.

The candidates or the parents are requested to kindly inform the Chief Vigilance Officer / Registrar, GGSIP University in case they are approached by any touts or agents claiming to be representative of the University and promising to facilitate or get the children admitted in the University Schools or affiliated colleges by demanding money

(Brig. P. K. Upmanyu)
Registrar
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